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3. Praktikanten- und Diplomandentreffen am
5. November 2003 in Lohr am Main

It was a beautiful sunny day. The Personnel Department had organized a car
for us. Frank and I started from Murrhardt at 7:30, and our destination was
Lohr am Main. This was the “3. Praktikanten- und Diplomandentreffen” of
Bosch Rexroth, the drive and control company.

We drove through the wonderful forest hills in autumn. The autumns in
southern Germany always give me perfect impressions. If I could find any
word better than perfect to describe the autumns, I would use it with no
hesitation.

As planned, we arrived at 9:30 in Lohr, where the headquarters of Bosch
Rexroth is located. According to the map that was provided, we found the
meeting center without difficulty. 

At the meeting center there were already many Praktikanten und
Diplomanden from different locations of Bosch Rexroth. Some of them were
from Leipzig, about a 5-hour drive. I obviously felt the attraction of this
meeting. I also found two other Chinese Praktikanten. Yes, of course, Bosch
Rexroth is an international company, as I knew there were some Praktikanten
from other foreign counties, for example Holland, Russia, Poland and Brazil.

After a delicious breakfast at 10:00, the first meeting began. First there was
the warm greeting of Mrs. Susanne Hüfner from the Department of
Personalmarketing und Führungskräfte Deutschland. Then there was an
introduction of Bosch Rexroth by Mr. Ralf-Peter Tinkl from the Department of
Unternehmensentwicklung. From his introduction we learned about the
history, construction and future of the company. 

The second meeting was about the Praktikanten-Net by Mr. Matthias Welle. It
is a good method to connect all of the Praktikanten together using the Net with
the Internet technology. People can get information of Praktikanten with a
computer anytime and anywhere.

After the two meetings came “show time” - the Workshop. Nine groups were
organized. Frank and I were in Group 6 with students from different
universities and colleges. What I found interesting were the names of two of
the group members; one was Mozart and another was Schubert. With those
two members in our group, we could definitely perform the most beautiful
rhythm. Our discussion theme was “Studentenbostschafter”. We worked on
the theme for about one hour. Then it was time for lunch. We had a free lunch
in the “five stars” refectory. 

After lunch we visited BRC (Werk 1) with the lead of an old engineer. It was a
wonderful experience to learn what BRC produces and how it workes. I saw at
least four robots in the factory area. High robotization makes the production
process fast and saves manpower.
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Following the good experience of that visit, we returned to the theme of the
workshop. At last we got together with Group 5 and each group leader
presented the results of their discussions.

The last meeting was presented by Mr. Thomas Leiher from the Department
of Personalmarketing und Führungskräfte Deutschland and Mrs. Nadja Horn
from the Department of Führungskräfte- und Personaleinsätze International
on the opportunities of joining Bosch Rexroth. In this meeting we had a
chance to learn how to apply for a job, and to know the various ways there are
to join this company. We were told we could ask questions at any time, during
and after the meeting. During the individual “question and answer” period
following the meeting, the clerks of the Personnel Department were
surrounded with crowds. I asked and received answers about the salaries of a
newcomer. 

Throughout this day, the organizers tried to the best of their ability to
exchange information with us. I was very satisfied with their work. On the drive
back to Murrhardt, Frank asked me how I felt about this day. My answer was,
“Ich wünsche, dass jeden Tag Praktikantentag wäre.”

Yide Zhai (Praktikant BRS/SVC71)


